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Cari Studenti — Αγαπητοί Φοιτητές of the 2017 Italy -Greece Session,  

Following is the 14 page acceptance letter that contains essential information on arriving at the Aegean Center 
and other important thoughts before we meet in Pistoia on the 6th of September. Of course if you have any 
questions or concerns that need answering prior to that time I am always here for you and look forward to 
helping you in every way.

Remember: the program begins Saturday, 6 September and concludes Wednesday 4 December

PLEASE read this letter carefully … and more than once!
I apologize in advance to any seasoned travellers who might find the following information elementary, but in 
any case a little reminder is usually a very good thing for us all.

Remember, the cost of air fare is not included in program costs. Your round trip ticket to and from the program 
is your responsibility. Refer to your previous acceptance materials, Acceptance Letter I, for these details. Our 
flight from Rome to Athens is already arranged and is included in your tuition payment. Also, unless other 
arrangements have been made, your tuition should be paid in-full by this time.

PACKING  (THINGS & STUFF)
The first point to address is that of attire while in Italy. I want to stress the importance that you be neatly 
dressed during our stay in Italy. By this I do not mean expensively or fashionably dressed, but neatly attired in a 
casual manner. As a different language can impart a different meaning on words and concepts that otherwise 
seem to be the same, your appearance--the way you look--in a culture does not always translate as it would 
back home. This is the first time we have had to stress a dress code, so to speak, but it is important to the 
ongoing relationship we’ve established with the people of Pistoia. I repeat, neat, not expensive or fashionable. 
Once on Paros you can wear whatever you are most comfortable in at any time. 

I feel a bit foolish bringing up the next point but, in an attempt to avoid a future problem, bring a good pair of 
walking shoes. There have been enough students in the past who have made this painful mistake for me to 
make mention of it here. We will be walking a lot.

The next item is of such importance it can not be overstated. Luggage! Most students, 90%, over pack…and 
over pack severely. Don’t do it! I realize this is much easier said than done. Point in fact: you must carry your 
own luggage on this trip. Ideally you want your luggage to amount in mass and weight to what you can carry 
without compromising mobility. When you're traveling alone you must be able to keep it with you at all times, 
including rest rooms. Please believe me when I say you’ll be very appreciative if you follow this advise. If 
you’re not expert at packing, have an experienced traveler help you. Every student who over-packs discovers 
they never touch 75% of the clothing and things they bring with them…truly. I’m very serious about this, most 
often clothing is the culprit. Bring a few articles of clothing that work well together so you can mix-and-match. 
One year we had a student who so over packed it took literally two extra people to move the bags. Expecting 
other students and instructors would help she was sadly mistaken as we all had our own luggage to contend 
with. There were some tense moments of near transportation misses and frustration. At the end of the session 
she said she could have put all she needed for the entire stay in one backpack. It is possible to pack in a light 
manner and have all you need for the time you’ll be with us. 

If need be you can have extra items posted to you in Paros. If you decide to do this, know that Greek customs 
will tax heavily on any electronics or "new" items you send through the post if coming from a non-European 
Union country, often 50 to 100% of its value. Also a box shipped “surface” can take months to arrive from 
North America. Post any parcels to your own name, in care of the Aegean Center. This is very important. The 
package must have your name on it. Remember you can purchase anything in Italy and Greece you need and 
neglected to bring. Again, if you send a package make sure you send it via air mail or via a courier service such 
as FedEx, DHL or UPS. You will find mailing addresses in your PDF acceptance letter.
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THE WEATHER & OTHER THINGS
Weather in Italy during September is usually warm to hot days with cooler evenings, i.e., sweater weather. 
Having said this however, it has gotten quite chilly at times and very wet. Lightweight rain gear is essential in 
Italy and later on in Greece. In Greece the weather is usually hot and sunny in October and cooling in 
November. Of course we can not be held responsible for an unexpected foul October and November. December 
can be quite chilly to downright cold with rain for short spells, BUT it can also be warm and sunny. In other 
words come prepared. You should bring warm layers. Layers of lightweight fleece work very well, with wool 
being an excellent option in my opinion. If you don’t want to pack these extra layers you can purchase what 
warmer clothing you need in Pistoia at the open-market where they have low prices, or on Paros.

I want to make one last point, perhaps the most important point of all now that we're on the subject of 'things'. 
You are coming to a different culture to experience that culture. Don’t bring too many familiar "things" along 
on this journey as they tend to insulate you from the experience at hand. If your icon from home can’t fit into 
your pocket, leave it behind. You’ll find you don’t need it as you’ll be much too busy discovering new ones.

VERY IMPORTANT - Health and Student ID Cards
I must ask that any of you who have special medical problems or who are taking medication to inform me so I 
can be aware of a potential problem. I also recommend carrying a letter from a doctor if you must obtain special 
medication during the journey. Health insurance is not included so you might want to obtain appropriate 
coverage. As mentioned in the waiver form, the ISE International Student Exchange ID Card, issued by the 
International Student Exchange offers not only free limited medical insurance, but many discounts while in 
Europe, plus 24 hr toll-free phone helpline for emergency cash transfer, lost or stolen documents or ticket 
replacement, as well as legal, medical, consultation, monitoring and transportation assistance.

-ALSO-
If you have any special dietary requirements I need to know at this time to see if there may be a potential 
problem regarding our meals at the villa. 

-AND-
I now need to know if you are a smoker, or if you are taking ANY prescription medication.

••••

ARRIVING IN ITALY AND THE VILLA ROSPIGLIOSI on the 6th of September 2017—
The experience, as well as the task and adventure, of arriving on your own is a very important part of our 
program whether or not you are an experienced traveler.

For those traveling abroad for the first time, along with the excitement some of you are beginning to have 
flashes of anxiety about the idea of “getting there” on your own. I appreciate this and clearly remember my first 
solo journey abroad. The truth is a little fear in the form of caution is a good thing and will serve you well, even 
after you've achieved a well seasoned traveler’s look. There is no greater sense of accomplishment than arriving 
at a destination on your own for the first time. It’s for this very reason we refuse to incorporate organized 
international travel for any of our programs. After making the initial journey you will be much better prepared 
for the adventure and the responsibilities that lay ahead. Having had this experience you will be more confident 
and willing to venture out on your own and involve yourself in situations you may have otherwise shied away 
from. Saying it’s character building sounds a bit trite, but it happens to be true, and an invaluable truth at that. 
All this talk of adventure and character building sounds as if you are setting off to Terra Incognita in a 
rudderless ship. The fact is you’re venturing down a well worn trail and your presence will surprise no one but 
yourself--and always, such a wonderful surprise it is.
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Following are my suggestions on how to arrive at the Villa Rospigliosi on Wednesday, 6 September. 

This the appropriate place to remind you that you may not arrive at the villa before the morning of 6 
September.

When you arrive at the Rome Airport (Fiumicino-Leonardo da Vinci Aeroporto) you have several options for 
your journey from Rome to Pistoia

1. Train from Rome airport to central Rome (centro di Roma), where you’ll stay a night
2. Taxi from Rome airport to centro di Roma 
3. Train from Rome airport to Florence, then to Pistoia
4. Connecting flight from Rome to Florence airport (Aeroporto di Firenze-Peretola)
5. Connecting flight from Rome to Pisa International Airport.

After you clear passport control and are waiting for your luggage at baggage claim it’s a good time to change 
some currency or take some Euros from ATM with your debit or credit card. We’ve found the exchange rate for 
cash at the airport is usually quite good. 

Pistoia {pronounced PEEs-toya} is located in Tuscany approximately 30km (17 miles) from Florence between 
Florence and Pisa. The closest airport is Florence, but flying into that airport may cause a problem with your 
ticket as we will all depart from Rome on our trip to Athens. If you do have a connecting flight into the 
Florence airport upon arrival you will have to take a cab or bus to main train station in Florence, Santa Maria 
Novella, and then train to Pistoia. The Pisa airport, to the west of Pistoia is a good alternative. 

Most of us, however, will arrive in Rome and travel north on the train. I highly recommend this mode of arrival. 
The train trip north from Rome gives you some time to focus and decompress, to help you realize just where 
you are. It is an exciting transition. If you have the idea to arrive in Pistoia from North America or further afield 
the same day you arrive in Rome, it will be a long day but is possible and students do so regularly, but you 
must arrive in Rome fairly early in the day to make reasonable connections. I suggest an overnight stay in 
Rome or Florence or Pisa to sleep and freshen up. You CAN NOT arrive in Florence late at night and expect to 
catch a train to Pistoia. as the last train to Pistoia from Florence is 22:30 (10:30 p.m. we use the 24 hour clock).

It is preferred you arrive at the villa Rospigliosi BEFORE 20:00 (8:00 p.m.).

TRAIN
Once you have your bags and are in the main arrivals terminal at the Rome airport follow the signs to the train 
station located in the airport complex. Once at the train station you will see the ticket office (to the right of the 
obvious train ticket sales window). Go into this small office and buy your train tickets (Beel-YET-o) that takes 
you to the main rail station in Rome “Stazione Roma Termini,", as well as for your trip north to Pistoia. The 
sales people there speak English and French, explain your plan and they will help you. The train from the 
airport to central Rome is inexpensive and easy. The Leonardo Express is by far the best public transport 
transfer between Fiumicino Airport and Central Rome (Termini Station). The service is €14 Euro and is a 
dedicated airport train and runs non stop every 30 minutes. You can always take a taxi or bus from Roma 
Termini to your hotel if you are staying in Rome and you hotel is not near the Rome train station. If you choose 
to take a taxi from the airport or the train station, you must do so only from the taxi queue outside arrivals. DO 
NOT take any special deal from anyone approaching you in the arrival terminal or the station! The taxi 
from the airport to center of Rome has a set fee of €48 Euro which is controlled by law, of course you can tip 
the driver an extra €5 Euro if you wish.

I repeat, no matter if you are proceeding directly to Florence (Firenze) / Pistoia, or plan to spend a night in 
Rome or Firenze (Florence), I highly recommend you purchase your train ticket for Pistoia online or at the 
Rome airport train station upon your arrival. Doing so will spare you the ordeal of buying a ticket at the main 
rail station in Rome which is a very large and very, very busy place. 
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For your trip north to Tuscany, purchase a one-way ticket Rome/Roma to Florence/Firenze on the Le Frecce, 
the high-speed train, the Frecciarossa or Frecciarento. On these trains all seats are reserved. Clearly marked on 
your ticket will be the train name, the train number, the car (carrozza) number, your seat number as well as the 
time of departure. These being reserved trains your ticket will be for a specific train, date and time. Simply find 
your train, find the car by number, then find your seat by number. All trains in Italy are nonsmoking. If by 
chance you miss your reserved train it won’t be a problem, you can exchange your ticket at any of the small red 
ticket kiosks (booth) or ticket windows for the next available train in the station of departure. The approximate 
cost of a 2nd class ticket on the Le Frecce (high-speed trains) is approximately €40 Euro.

In all Italian train stations there are great, and usually enormous, easy to read electronic boards posting the 
times and track numbers for train Arrivals (ARRIVO) and Departures (PARTENZA. You will be looking for 
the, Partenza. European train schedules use the 24 hour clock. If you’re not familiar with it, practice a bit. If not 
familiar with it you’ll be amazed how much sense it makes. We use the 24 hour clock at the Center.

The trains to Florence (Firenze) leave approximately every 45 minutes. If you’re going to stay a night in Rome, 
there are many hotels and pensiones in the immediate area of the Rome train station. You can get 
recommendations from any good guide book, travel agent or of course the Internet. If you are staying a night in 
Rome, don’t worry about seeing the sights at that time, just get a good rest as you’ll have three wonder-filled 
nights on our journey to Greece with which to immerse yourself in the glories of Roma.

If you are taking the train from Rome Airport to Florence you’ll have to change from the airport train in Roma 
Tiburtina for the Le Frecce train to Florence. You will change again in Florence for Pistoia. As long as the ticket 
you purchased online or in Rome reads: Roma-Pistoia, all you have to do is find the right “binario” (bee-NAR-
eeo) (‘track’ in English) for Pistoia and board the train. If you only purchased a ticket to Florence you will have 
to buy a ticket in Florence to Pistoia. Trains in Italy are excellent and they leave on time!

NEW INFORMATION regarding train from airport to Florence!
There are two new direct Frecce (high-speed) trains from the airport (Fiumicino-Leonardo da Vinci) to Florence 
(Firenze). This is great news if their departures cooperate with your arrival time in Roma. It will help make the 
trip a bit easier as you won’t have to change trains at, Roma Tiburtina, station. Just so you know this transfer is 
not difficult, but if you’re just arriving after a long flight it simply eliminates one step. The two direct high-
speed (Frecce) trains depart the airport (Fiumicino Aeroporto) in the morning at 11:08 and one in the afternoon 
at 15:08 (3:00pm… remember to earth 24 hour clock). 

ONE LAST THING ABOUT TRAIN TRAVEL
The Italian National Train System, Ferrovie dello Stato -Trenitalia, has an excellent web site, in Italian and 
English, through which you can reserve and purchase an e-ticket, either a paperless ticket if you have a smart 
phone, and/or a printable PDF. This is the website: http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en. The only possible 
small problem will be if your flight is delayed and you miss the train for which you have reserved online to 
Florence / Pistoia, but again, you can change your ticket without paying a penalty at any Red Ticket Kiosk in 
the train station. If you plan on purchasing your ticket online ahead of time give yourself enough time after 
your arrival in Rome to make your reserved train. When using the Trenitalia site you must put the Italian city 
name in the search fields, for example, Departure Station: Fiumicino Aeroporto (Leonardo da Vinci) and  
Arrival Station: Pistoia, or Firenze (Florence). You can only book online one month before the day you plan to 
travel.

IMPORTANT: YOU MUST VALIDATE YOUR TRAIN TICKET THE DAY YOU ARE TRAVELING!-- 
You will notice many small yellow (or polished brass) machines (boxes with a horizontal slit in the face) 
attached to poles in the departure area of every train station. Before you get on the train, you must insert the end 
of your ticket into this machine which will stamp the current date and time and station code. An un-validated 
ticket you can be subject to a stiff fine. Most times they will show mercy to foreign travellers, but to avoid any 
possible problem remember to validate your ticket! We have had students pay a fine in the past for not 
validating their rail tickets. VALIDATE YOUR RAIL TICKET!

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
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AIR

CONNECTING FLIGHT:  ROME — FLORENCE 
If you are taking a connecting flight from Rome to Florence, Aeroporto di Firenze-Peretola, ( http://
www.aeroporto.firenze.it/en/ ) you will have to take the bus/shuttle or a taxi to the main rail stations in 
Florence, Stazione Santa Maria Novella. This is an easy connection.  From there you can walk to your hotel if 
staying a night in Florence, or take the next train to Pistoia if traveling on 6 September. 

CONNECTING FLIGHT:  ROME — PISA
If you are taking a connecting flight from Rome to Pisa International Airport you will take the special Airport, 
PisaMover Bus Service to Pisa Central Station from which you will take the train to Pistoia. The PisaMover 
Bus has a timetable departure of every 10 minutes and operates every day from 6.00 a.m. to 24.00. p.m., 
including Sunday and Bank holidays. If you are going directly to Pistoia, you will have to change trains again 
in Lucca for Pistoia. There is a direct express train from Pisa Central Station to Florence that takes only 50 
minutes. http://www.pisa-airport.com

Once in Florence (Firenze): the trip from Florence/Firenze to Pistoia is short, 30 minutes if you’re on a dirEtto 
or 45-60 minutes if it’s a locale. There are no reserved seating trains between Firenze and Pistoia, so just find 
any available seat. Remember to validate your ticket…

ONCE IN PISTOIA get a taxi immediately outside the train station and tell the driver you want to go to the 
Villa Rospigliosi {pronounced Ross-peelee-O-see}, Via Santomoro 75, Candeglia (can-DAY-leeya). The 
address may not be necessary as the cabbies know the villa well and they will be expecting Aegean Center 
students that day. The cost of the taxi from the train station to the villa will be approximately 12-20 Euro. You 
can also take a bus from the train station to the villa’s driveway, but it can be a tricky connection, especially 
with luggage. If you choose to take a bus you must go into the bus office directly across the street from the rail 
station and find out what bus number is servicing Candeglia / Santomoro and the Villa Rospigliosi as the 
routing schedules may change. Once on the bus tell the driver you want the Villa Rospigliosi, Candeglia. The 
bus will let you out at the bottom of the villa's driveway. The driveway walk is five minutes without luggage. 
It’s a walk with which you’ll become very familiar and fond of.

ONCE AT THE VILLA all you will have to do is get settled, relax in the garden next to the fountain and 
delight in being there; get to know each other and anticipate a unspeakably delicious Tuscan dinner, presuming 
of course you arrive before dinner is served, around 20:00 hours (8:00 p.m.).

IMPORTANT
If you run into any difficulties or delays that will bring you to the villa a day or so late, don’t worry, it happens. 
If you will not arrive before 20:00 on 6 September you must notify me! I’ve included a list of important 
telephone numbers to keep with you when you travel in the PDF acceptance document. Again, If you run 
into any problems call me immediately via the emergency phone number: +30 - 6944 644 155.

ARTISTS MATERIALS TO BRING
I realize I made a strong point about how light your bags should be, and having room for some materials is 
partly the reason why. I want to remind you that we do not work in studios or labs in Italy as time will not allow 
it. Our time in Italy is about seeing and seeing and seeing and gathering ideas to bring back to your studio on 
Paros. We have workshops during our Italy sojourn in which we discuss many important elements in every 
subject, but the main emphasis is on the history of the art we will be experiencing firsthand. It is an 
exceptionally rich time of seeing and learning for everyone.

http://www.aeroporto.firenze.it/en/
http://www.aeroporto.firenze.it/en/
http://www.pisa-airport.com
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DRAWING and PAINTING
Unless you have a quantity of paint and favourite brushes you wish to bring, we recommend you purchase 
supplies in Italy. Stretchers are available at the school and canvas can be purchased  on Paros. I should mention 
that some of the finest art paper and art materials in the world are made in Italy. At the villa we do not have 
studios and students will work in pencil, watercolor, pastel and other drawing materials. Once on Paros we’ll 
expand materials to include oils and the making of artists books with some printmaking.

Following is the list of materials one should bring or acquire once in Italy : Drawing pencils, charcoal 
(compressed and vine); erasers (kneaded and “pink pearl”); any or all of the following: watercolors in tube or 
pan, watercolor block or individual sheets of paper, a good selection of brushes appropriate to chosen media, 
drawing pens, conte crayons in white and black, pastels. Oil paints are required to attend the painting class. You 
must bring a palette knife with an angled shaft (rather than straight shaft) another smaller painting knife and a 
selection of brushes. Bring large bristle brushes with a good amount of spring to the bristles, at least one large 
one and a selection of slightly smaller. Also bring a few synthetic haired brushes. Have a few square tips and 
some round ones.  Have one softer glazing brush, a synthetic square shaped one with soft hairs. You don't need 
expensive brushes and a selection of  six to eight will do. Required paint colours are: titanium or zinc white, 
ivory black, burnt sienna, yellow ocher, ultramarine blue, Venetian red, a true red ( i.e. Windsor Newton Bright 
Red), cadmium yellow, burnt umber and raw umber, alizarin crimson, and viridian green. Buy a brand that is 
suitable for your budget. Art supplies are available in Athens, but are slightly more expensive than in North 
America.  Because we will be teaching a method of oil painting with hand refined linseed oil we now are able to 
have solvent free studios.  This method requires more initial involvement with procedures and practice but pays 
off handsomely with versatile paint handling and quick drying times, not to mention it’s a wonderful process. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
Most photographers know their equipment well enough to organize it for such a trip. There’s no sense in trying 
to persuade you to leave behind a favourite tried and true lens or gadget. If you have any primary lenses please 
bring them as well as your kit zoom lens. 

PHOTOGRAPHY - DIGITAL
You must have a digital camera that can capture in RAW format and manual setting capability. Bring 
appropriate cables and memory cards. Your camera manual might be a good idea. 

PHOTOGRAPHY - (Analog / Film Photography)
We highly recommend you purchase film and photo paper here in Greece. It is not a good idea to travel with 
film and paper with the amount of security x-ray and scanning through which it must travel with enhanced 
airport security.  Your film camera must have full manual settings.

WRITING, LITERATURE, ART HISTORY
You have it the easiest. A pencil and paper. We have word processing computers at the Center for your use. 

EXTRA EXPENSES
The Euro amounts mentioned are approximate. As you know, prices vary according to quality of the item and 
the value of the dollar on the daily currency exchange market.

Meals after leaving the villa will be your own responsibility. In Italy food can be expensive, especially in 
Rome, but it doesn’t have to be once you've learned the right places to go and how to order. We suggest you 
budget at least €20 - €30  Euro a day for food while in Florence, Venice and Rome. In Athens you can figure 
on less per day for food. These are approximate estimates. If you’re a big eater obviously you’ll be paying 
bigger prices. On Paros your apartment will have a kitchenette so you can prepare your own meals if you wish. 
You’ll discover tavernas and food in Greece is much less expensive than in Italy. You can plan between €10 
and €20 Euro per day depending on whether you’re preparing your own meals. In these estimates I’ve not 
factored in items such as potato chips, cigarettes, wine, caviar, etc...
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This is a good time to mention that there is a long tradition of students preparing and sharing meals together on 
Paros. It ends up being a very important activity, as it should be.

Painters
If you decide to purchase materials in Italy and Greece you can plan on € 150 to € 300, depending on quantity, 
for everything you’ll need, including cost of canvas and paper.

Photographers
can plan on approximately €150 to €300 for film and paper. If you’re taking the digital course, you must also 
plan on €150 for paper. All the chemicals and lab fees as well as inks for digital darkroom are included in your 
program fees. The digital paper we use you can purchase from our supplier here in Greece. The paper 
manufacturer, Hahnemühle FineArt, consistently  sponsors the digital class at the Aegean Center.

Printmakers and Bookcrafters
will have to buy paper and some other simple supplies. The materials should cost no more than €50.

Writing, Literature and Art History people again the lucky ones, bring a pen or pencil.

SPECIAL NOTE ABOUT EXCHANGING MONEY, ATM's and the "EURO":  In Italy, as well as on Paros, 
you can use debit and credit cards for cash advances in the Euro currency. Preferable. Depending on your home 
bank the ATM may be preferable as you may not charged a cash advance fee as you are when withdrawing cash 
with a credit card. Normally you get a much better currency exchange rate than any bank will give with an 
across the counter cash exchange, or with credit cards. It is advisable contact your bank and explain that you 
will use this card to access ATMs while abroad making sure your card and account are properly linked. On can 
withdraw €600 - €1200 Euro from any ATM in Italy and Greece.

VISAS / RESIDENCE PERMITS
Many visitors to the European Union do not need entry visas and as of the writing of this U.S. and Canadian 
citizens still do not need an entry visa. If you are uncertain if you need a special visa to enter the European 
Union/Schengen Zone you must contact the nearest Greek embassy or consulate, or check on-line for this 
information.

I am referring an entry visa to the "European Union" and not Italy or Greece alone. Upon entering any of the 27 
EU member states ( Austria,  Belgium,  Bulgaria,  Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,  Denmark,  Estonia, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom for a bit longer (until 
Brexit is fully implemented) you have legally entered the EU. When you enter and go through customs you no 
longer receive a physical stamp in your passport. If you have a newly issued passport it is most likely chipped 
and your entry is automatically registered. Un-chipped passports are scanned. From your point of entry in the 
EU you will have three months, 90 days, of unrestricted travel within the above mentioned EU countries. One 
no longer goes through passport customs control traveling from one EU country to another, i.e., Italy into 
Greece.  However you must always present your passport or official identity card when traveling by air when 
you check in. It’s a good idea to have a copy of your acceptance letter in case you are questioned upon entering 
the EU on a random check as to your plans and the reasons for your visit.

Non-European Union passport holders--most of you-- will not need to apply for an extension on your entry visa 
if you stay only a day or two over your visa. We will discuss this when you arrive. I would like to add that it is 
illegal for a non-EU citizen to work in the EU without a special work visa and permit. Acquiring this special 
work visa takes an act of God as it must be proven you will be filling a work position that no other EU citizen is 
capable of doing. If you do not hold an EU passport you can not work in the EU legally. Including Italy and 
Greece.
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ODDS 'N' ENDS:
*YOU WILL NOT NEED: Towels or Bed Linen

Towels or bed linen are provided by the Center. Having said this however, some students have gone out and 
purchased a larger and fluffier bath towel (some have even named them...). I suggest you wait to see if you can 
live with the towels provided. If not, you too can purchase a larger, fluffier towel as well.

*LAUNDRY... There is a washing machine at the villa in Italy for you to use as well as on Paros. In both Italy 
and Paros you will not be responsible for laundering your sheets as we change them once a week for you. We 
will discuss this in detail when we are all together.

*ELECTRICITY, TRANSFORMERS and ADAPTERS: If you are coming from North America and bringing a 
laptop computer you will NOT need a power converter. However, for items such as hair driers, etc, you may 
need a converter, a transformer, to covert 110 volts to Europe’s 220/240. Again, you will not need a power 
converter of your computer, only a plug adapter to fit Italian and Greek (they are the same) electrical outlets. 
Read the information on your computer's DC transformer to double check it has "Universal Voltage" capability 
(110 - 240 volts). If you forget your’s and need a simple AC to DC 230/240 volt converter, you can purchase 
one once in Europe for a reasonable cost. Again, the only item you will need for your computer and phone 
chargers is a simple plug adapter that will allow you to plug your charger into our Italy/Greece outlets which 
are the same.

THE SEMESTER BREAK:
Our semester break will be from Saturday, 29 October through Sunday 6 November. We return to classes 
Monday 7 November. I mention this now so those of you wishing to meet family and/or friends during the 
break may make appropriate arrangements, or you yourselves are planning to travel away from Paros. 

Important Note: During the entire semester break the school and its facilities will remain open and available to 
students if you plan to stay on Paros and continue working in your studio or labs.  Your options are many; for 
example, some students travel to other European cities, some travel within Greece itself to other islands or the 
mainland. Many also stay on Paros and enjoy the different pace, working as they wish in studios and labs. 
Many students also arrange to meet friends or family during the week break as well.  We can discuss this when 
we are together.

OUTSTANDING FEES AND PAYMENT
Again, unless other arrangements have been made, all outstanding fees and payments are due by 15 July unless 
other arrangements have been made with the Aegean Center.

A Few Words About Food and Culture:
Please try and leave food prejudice at home. The cuisine of a country is a large part of its culture. By rejecting 
its foods we quite simply reject an important part of the culture. We ask you to be as open to this part of your 
experience and journey as you'll be to its other more obvious aspects. An open mind and non-ethnocentrism on 
every level is the most fundamental aspect of responsible and rewarding travel. Consider this awareness a 
prerequisite to your course of study with us at the Aegean Center. 

It must be remembered that traveling into another culture is and should be responsible business. In many ways 
each of you will be far more important ambassadors than those appointed diplomats cloistered within embassy 
walls. You will be in the culture living with it and its people. Many travellers are often accused of being 
insensitive to the foreign cultures they visit. Far too often the accusation is justifiable I'm afraid. Clothed in 
their ubiquitous T-shirt--or whatever semaphore--many tend to wear their own subculture as a suite of armour, 
dragging it around with them as a snail does its shell. We can take pride traveling abroad as Americans or 
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Canadians or Indians, or whatever nationality we happen to be, and help change this perception by being 
sensitive to cultural differences, both loud and subtle, and by accepting the responsibility of being a visitor in 
another's home. The more incognito we can be when approaching and interfacing with a different culture, the 
broader the spectrum of possibilities and experience we will find unfolding before us. I don't want you to 
mistake these thoughts as meaning cultural exchange is not important, it is of paramount importance, and 
largely why you are participating in the Center's program in the first place. I only mean to suggest that when 
one is visiting another’s culture we do not have to bang them on the head with our own cultural raiment, rig and 
insensitive behaviour.

ANOTHER IMPORTANT ASPECT OF OUR JOURNEY
I'm compelled to remark on another important aspect of our historical and cultural journey other than the 
purpose of studying art in two very special locations. The past always informs the present and points to the 
future…always. Every contemporary idea, virtually every "new" thought that seems to have miraculously leapt  
out of nowhere into our lives, be it in art or science, has evolved out of the past. The value of this fact can not 
be overstated. If we are successful in simply having you contemplate this point of view while you are with us in 
Italy and Greece our success will be enormous. If you return home with a new perspective, if your stay with us 
helps you to see more clearly and to better understand your place in time, if it inspires and helps you define and 
shape some "new" idea or direction, then it will be a profound success for all.

LEARNING AT THE CENTER
No matter if you plan to study one or all subjects offered, the learning process at the Center depends on the 
committed energy and work ethic of both student and teachers. Our program emphasizes the student’s 
responsibility to produce work and accomplish goals. As you know from our program description, the Center is 
Classically based in its structure, teaching, and philosophy, but this is not to be mistaken for formal, 
conventional or anachronistic. Our program framework can best be described as a hybrid of the Socratic and 
Empirical Method, the Platonic Academy and the Oxford Tutorial, as well as the important vitality of the 
Renaissance workshop. It is for this reason we must keep our enrollment small.. It’s important you know we 
also take into account your initial personal statement on the application. We expect students are coming to the 
Aegean Center to learn and to work. We are not in the pursuit of providing atmosphere or a lifestyle as an 
excuse to escape. You are expected to attend classes and produce work. Our teaching methods depend on the 
ongoing work produced by the student. If you plan on attending as an independent-study student you will be 
required to produce work on a regular basis, designed and agreed upon by you and the teacher involved. 

A DEPARTING REFLECTION

REGARDING, INTERNET, SOCIAL MEDIA, ENTERTAINMENT, DISTRACTIONS… et al…
I would like to comment on my observations regarding this and a student's experience at the Center:

On Paros we now have state-of-the-art digital telecommunications; internet and WiFi are ubiquitous. We can all 
easily carry a device containing volumes of digital noise and distractions. Used wrongly these devices have the 
potential to impede your sense-of-place and personal growth while on your journey, both outward and inward, 
and while at the Center. It is not my intention to pretend the 21st century is not upon us or that we should be 
blind to the world as it exists today, romantically attached to the past. What I am suggesting is we try to do our 
best to be fully awake and engaged in our new surroundings, to be mindful and involved in the place and time 
in which we have chosen to venture. We must allow ourselves to be truly present on every level and allow the 
experience at hand to inform and affect us, to be fully conscious so it may change us as it should. You will be 
back home soon enough. For some this can be difficult and takes deliberate and focused intention.

I am observing that students who are incessantly involved with social media, who are unremittingly tethered to 
social media or on the internet constantly, find it more difficult to go through an important part of the process of 
departure. They more easily fail to realize the passage and transformation that is so important to change and 
personal growth when leaving home. Such a journey must become one of discover and venturing out. In my 
experienced appraisal students that maintain constant and unbroken ties with home and friends via internet, 
prevent much of the growth that should occur.
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What may seem contradictory and ironic is I have no choice but to use e-mail and the internet on a daily basis 
as it is now an essential tool to successfully run the school. I clearly see its value and depend on its qualities 
thoroughly. On the other hand, and in regard to you as a student, I clearly see its downside when it is insulating 
and isolating you from the transformational experience at hand. This goes for anything that disengages and 
distracts us from where we find ourselves and the experience a new place and culture offers. I see digital 
devices, if not managed well, as damaging and driving a wedge between you and the experience you will have 
while attending the Center. I am commenting on this simply to ask that you contemplate the potential barriers it 
poses with regard to the fulfilment of a transformational experience. Why would you incur the expense to come 
all this way to participate in an arts program offering the same subjects you could no doubt find to study close 
to home? Why come to Italy, to Tuscany, to Greece, to Paros to study at the Aegean Center? Why study abroad 
in a different culture at all? 

I don't intend to answer these questions for you. I will however continue and ask this: do you think there are 
things, or choices we make, that have the potential to insulate us from experience at hand; choices that have the 
potential to keep us detached from being fully present in the different culture in which we are living? Would 
you come all this way to sit in your apartment to passively watch downloaded movies and TV programs? I 
believe this distraction to be most insidious because it is much more a time consuming and passive experience. 
This is simply a plea for moderation. We must always weigh the useful and utilitarian attributes of all our 
choices against those that are pernicious and disadvantageous. Film, cinema, is a fantastically important 
medium for which I have great respect and love. However my observations on the topic of digital entertainment 
is the same I have on TV in general, it can easily become a drug. I ask you this, what are we watching when we 
watch TV, videos and movies? We are watching other people living lives. We are watching other people 
experiencing life, watching people involved in a place and time, in life situations doing something. We do not 
watch people sitting passively watching TV or videos, we watch people living experiences. You will have much 
experience to live while you are here if you are willing to do so,  experience with which to raise your eyes and 
minds and lead the way to growth.

IN CONCLUSION
What I’m hoping to do with all that I’ve said in this letter is to speak my mind to you as an incoming student, 
hopefully to make you aware of what we feel is important for all of us sharing our time and program. I hope 
that by instilling an awareness it will give you pause for contemplation and reflection.

As director I also have the responsibility of guiding this ship of ours, so to speak, through all sorts of waters and 
confronting its varying tempers.  As director I am required to read the signs essential to navigation and make 
choices for safe and rewarding passage for all of us, and thus I am compelled to speak out. I would never forbid 
the use of the internet at the  Center. But I will ask you to find some time to sit quietly and think about what I 
have presented in this reflection. In contemporary culture there are so many things designed to provide us with 
distractions, so many things that keep us numb and desensitized. There’s the relentless jackhammer of 
contemporary culture that demands it. 

I think we can all agree that there are times we should not be distracted in such ways. It is surprising when we 
discover that this too is a ‘choice’ we have the power to make. I believe there must come a time to rip away as 
much insulation as possible so we are truly vulnerable, vulnerable in the sense of doing away with obstructions 
and barriers, to being open, fully alive and human. It is only in doing so we will have the ability to connect with 
an experience outside the purely familiar. Joining us in Italy and Greece will be such a such a time. It is, like 
always, about choices we have the will to make.

With new experiences we are forced to confront ourselves in exciting and often challenging ways that lead us in 
a new and exciting direction. We must expect and be open to a change of life rhythm…the unfamiliar. We must 
be open to new possibilities and contingencies befitting the freshness of the unknown. We must be open to the 
unique and new place in which we find ourselves and receptive to new opportunities to learn more about who 
we are. 
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A PLEDGE & A PROMISE

We approach our responsibilities as teachers in direct response to a student's willingness to work; I repeat and 
emphasize, we approach our responsibilities as teachers in direct response to a student's willingness to work.  It 
is a simple agreement: your work results in sincere teacher interaction and attention. I want you to consider this 
a contract between us. By accepting entry into the program you are accepting the simple terms of this contract.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

I assume you have carefully read your acceptance material so I will also trust you have a clear idea of what they 
contain and you have taken it all to heart. Most of you will be entering a new world, not only by virtue of 
traveling abroad to a different culture, but entering the Aegean Center itself. We are intentionally not designed 
to be like the schools and programs from which most of you come and perhaps most familiar.

What we expect of you is your full attention and participation as well as your willingness to work. We expect 
that you will bring with you open eyes as well as an open and curious mind. Give us these things and we will 
fill your eyes and minds to the brim with life-changing experience and learning. Only those who somehow 
believe they have little to learn from such an experience and odyssey such as this are in danger of learning very 
little and leaving with less than with which they arrived.
 
I remind you that you may not arrive at the villa before the morning of Wednesday, the 6th of September. If you 
are to arrive late to Pistoia for any reason please contact me via the emergency cell phone:+30-944 644 155.

Enough said…

Please have a wonderful and safe journey to us in Tuscany and we all look forward to greeting you the 5th of 
September at the front door of the Villa Rospigliosi. As always, if you have any questions or concerns I am 
always here to help you. 

Buon viaggio & Kalo Taxithi

Warmly,

John Pack

ODYSSEY

Main Entry: odØysØsey
Pronunciation: 'ä-d&-sE
From the Greek: Odusseia
Function: noun
Inflected Form(s): plural -seys
Etymology:    the Odyssey, epic poem attributed to Homer recounting the long wanderings of Odysseus 
1 : a long adventurous journey
2 : a long wandering or voyage usually marked by many changes of fortune 
3 : an intellectual or spiritual wandering or quest

––––––––––––––––
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OTHER IMPORTANT CONTACTS AND PHONE NUMBERS

PISTOIA
• The Villa Rospigliosi / John Pack:
  75 Via Santomoro
  51030 Candeglia
  Pistoia, Italia {show this to the cabbie at the Pistoia train station} 
  Tele: (+39) 0573.450.201

VENICE
• Hotel Tivoli
  Dorsoduro 
  S. Pantalon, 3838
  30123 Venezia, Italy 
  Tel. 041.5242460

ROME
• Hotel Arenula
  Via S. Maria De’ Calderari 47
  00186 Roma, Italia
  Tele: (+39) {06}687.9454

ATHENS
• Attalos Hotel
  Athinas Street 29
  105 54 Athens, Greece  
  Tele: (+30) 210.2801 / 321.2802

GREECE
• THE AEGEAN CENTER
  Paroikia Paros
  84400 Kyklades, Greece  
  Tele:++30-22840-23287
  or ++30-6944644155

The following numbers are to be used in emergencies or special need situations

In Italy:
• Comune di Pistoia   (the mayor's office of Pistoia) 
Palazzo Comunale
Piazza del Duomo
51100 Pistoia
Tele: (+390) 0573.371.216

• Again, the Center has a designated mobile phone that is active and accessible at all times in either Italy or 
Greece for emergency and special need.  The number is: (+30) 6 944 644 155. This is a Greek number that is 
accessible everywhere in Europe. This should always be the first number you attempt to reach in the event of a 
problem or emergency.
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General Itinerary

-WEDNESDAY, 6  SEPTEMBER - ARRIVAL  
(Students can not arrive at the villa before the morning of 6 September)
Students arrive in Pistoia independently and take a taxi to: 
The Villa Rospigliosi
Via Santomoro 75
Candeglia 51100 

Sleeping accommodations at the villa are double occupancy (possibly triple in the very large six-person 
rooms). At the villa we can accommodate special diets within reason. If you’re in need of a special diet you 
must contact me well in advance of the program starting date. At the villa we have four fantastic cooks 
preparing delicious Tuscan country dishes. After dinners we will discuss the events of the day, read Dante 
and have a seminar on Renaissance music. 
During our days in Pistoia we will make many excursions to other important cities and towns. They 
include: Venice, Pisa, Florence, Lucca, Prato, Siena. Your tuition payment includes train and bus fare to 
these locations, as well as to Rome, Athens and to Paros. 

-SUNDAY, 17  SEPTEMBER - TO VENICE
We take the early morning express train to Venice where we will stay for three days and two nights…
Need I say more?… 

-THURSDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER - TO ROME
Leave Pistoia for Rome together on hired pullman. We’ll be in a pensione with an excellent location, very 
near the Piazza del Campidoglio, the Palatino, Piazza Novana, and the Pantheon. With the exception of a 
morning tour of the Vatican Museums these Three days students will largely be on their own. You’ll be 
prepared for self-guided tours of the city and will have occasional meetings with the instructors at some of 
the more important locations. We will have a full day in depth tour with an archeological architect who will 
help us reconstruct the ancient city in our minds and imaginations. However, it’s mostly a time for 
yourselves, away from the tighter scheduling of the previous three weeks. A time to set your own pace. 

-SUNDAY, 1 OCTOBER - TO ATHENS 
We will depart our hotel early morning together on a reserved bus for the Rome airport to catch our 8:30 
charter flight to Athens. The flight from Rome to Athens is chartered for the Aegean Center and is included 
as part of your tuition payment. Once in Athens a reserved bus will take everyone to our hotel for three 
night stay.

-WEDNESDAY, 4 OCTOBER - TO PAROS
We'll take the morning boat from Piraeus to Paros. The boat trip takes about five hours and will give you a 
chance to prepare your thoughts for island life. Once on Paros you’ll be taken to your apartments. Built in 
the Kykladic style, each room has private bathroom and small kitchenette. These rooms are single 
occupancy unless a double is agreed upon in advance or later requested. The Aegean Village is located in 
the village of Paroikia about a three minute walk to the Aegean Center. 

-SATURDAY, 28 OCTOBER - TO - SUNDAY 5 NOVEMBER
One week semester break

-MONDAY,  4 DECEMBER - LAST DAY OF PROGRAM 
Return flights Paros - Rome (or Athens) 4 or 5 December  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_________________________________________

Your Payment amount is: $13,700 USD. 
_________________________________________

Information for making a wire transfer of payment into the Aegean Center U.S. Account: 
_________________________________________

Account Name: The Aegean Center for the Fine Arts  
Account Number: IMMA 17753527  
Bank ABA #: 0210-0008-9  
Citi SWIFT code: CITIUS33 
Citibank, N.A. 
330 Madison Avenue New York City, New York 10017 U.S.A. 
Telephone#: 212-661-5117 Fax: 212-682-7861 

Please inform your bank you are to make a wire transfer of funds and supply them with the above 
information. You must immediately e-mail a copy of the wire transfer form to the Center confirming the 
transaction.  

YOUR NAME MUST APPEAR ON THE WIRE TRANSFER FORM! 
_________________________________________

The Center also has an alternative PayPal method of payment if that proves more convenient. You do 
not need to have a PayPal account in order to use this method of payment. If you have any questions 
please let us know. 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3YRK3SBZEEZMJ 

https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=3YRK3SBZEEZMJ

